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41st Annual  Meeting of 
CANADIAN MENNONITE PUBLISHING SERVICE 

Saturday, March 24, 2012, 6:00 p.m. 
Danforth Mennonite Church, Toronto, Ontario 

 
A G E N D A 

1. Election of the Executive Committee for the coming year 

2. Appointment of the Nominations Committee for the coming year 

3. Issues or recommendations from the CMPS Executive Tobi Thiessen 

4. Other items raised all 

5. New Board Executive members only: 
Determining the dates and locations for this year’s Board Executive meetings (generally 
around June and October) 

6. Location and Date history of Annual General Meeting: 
2012   March 24             Danforth MC Toronto, ON  
2011 March 12 Wildwood MC Saskatoon, SK 
2010 March 13 Emmanuel MC Abbotsford, BC 
2009 March 7 Altona MC Altona, MB 
2008 March 29 Foothills MC Calgary, AB 
2007 March 10 First MC Kitchener, ON 
2006 March 18 Nutana Park MC Saskatoon, SK 
2005 February 5 First United MC Vancouver, BC 

 
 

 

 

CMPS Annual Fundraiser Banquet 

at Toronto United Mennonite Church 

Saturday, March 24, 2012, starting at 6:30 pm 
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Canadian Mennonite Publishing Service 
40th Annual General Meeting 
 
Saturday, March 12, 2011, beginning at 4:00 pm 
Wildwood Mennonite Church 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
 
Present: Tobi Thiessen (Chair), Margaret Ewen-Peters (Vice-Chair), Les Klassen Hamm  (treasurer), Ed Janzen 
(Secretary), Carl DeGurse, Al Friesen, Doreen Martens, Linda Matties. Jim Moyer, Joe Neufeld, Tim Reimer. 
 
1.Welcome   
Margaret welcomed the board members to the 40th Annual General Meeting.  No others were present. 
 
2. Opening Devotional 
 Tim led in a devotional based on Isaiah 8:1 and Galatians 6:11 (“writing things large”).  The communication 
needs both to be shaped well and to be understood by the hearer.  There is precedent both for good communication 
and its format. 
 
3. Minutes 
 Moved that minutes from last year be accepted as circulated.  MS/C Linda, Margaret 
 
4. Board Actions 
 Since these were reviewed at the preceding Board meeting, they were not repeated here. 
 
5. Chair Report  We referred to Tobi’s report with the four highlights (see Annual Report for 2010). 
 
6. Report from the Editor/Publisher 
 The report for the Board was already reviewed by the attendees at the Board meeting. 
 
7. Proxies: The Secretary advised there were no proxies. 
 
8. Items Requiring Board Action 

a. Affirmed  board actions taken in 2010.  M/S/C  Linda/Jim 
b. Moved that the financial statements presented at the preceding Board meeting be accepted.  M/S/C 

Les/Al 
c. Appointment of Auditor:  Moved that we retain BDO for 2011.   M/S/C Tobi/Joe 
d. Election of CMPS Board Members at Large: There were none to elect this year.  Two members have the 
same termination date and we will need to correct this for the next year. 

  
 
9. Other Business 
Dick was asked to express our appreciation to the staff for their commitment and dedication. 
We need to promote the AGM more aggressively in advance in the magazine, and Tobi will ask Dick to do this for 
next year. 
 
Adjourned at 4:30. 
Recorded by Ed Janzen, Secretary 
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2011 Chairperson’s Report 
Tobi Thiessen (Toronto, Ontario) 

 
Grateful for the luxury of time 
It is fortunate that we publish a niche magazine, and that our niche changes slowly. This has allowed CMPS to 
observe changes in the publishing industry with interest, and brings us some anxiety, but avoids the “do or die” 
pressure that secular news agencies have been feeling for several years. We have the luxury of time to see what is 
working and what isn’t, and to consider how to apply it to our product.  Meanwhile, we keep doing what is well 
appreciated within our own niche: providing a biweekly hardcopy magazine for people to read through at home; 
discuss in Adult Education classes at church; connect us with photos  and inspiring stories; inform us about what is 
going on among Mennonites across Canada and around the world; and provide a forum for opinion most especially 
through letters that seem to be closely watched by every reader. 
 
As we watch and learn from changes in the publishing industry, we also have 
to remember that we publish more than “news”. Every issue contains articles 
and “think-pieces” that are intended to be digested slowly, not scanned quickly 
on a smart phone while standing in line at the checkout counter. Furthermore, 
there is a sub-group within our niche that longs for more of this type of 
theological reflection and wants less news. We know that fast-paced/quickly 
changing news is well served by the internet, but how does this apply to 
deeper, slower, faith and life reflection? 
 
Still, we know Canadian Mennonite is not as well read by younger Mennonites, 
and we want to engage them. We know the internet can be efficient and 
effective, and we want to know how best to use it to serve Mennonites in 
Canada. We look to the board for discussion and counsel as CMPS continues 
to evolve. 
 
Mid-term review 
As agreed at last year’s annual meetings, we conducted a mid-term 
performance review for Dick, whose first 5-year term with CMPS goes until 
May 1, 2015. The review team consisted of Al Friesen, Joe Neufeld and me. 
Our report (pages 11 to 13 of this document) concluded that Dick is following 
all aspects of the job as Editor/Publisher well. 

Many readers and church leaders have noted the “edgier” tone of the 
magazine and welcome it. The board used to hear complaints that the 
magazine was too soft; not challenging enough. Therefore, making CM more 
challenging was a board directive that fit well with Dick’s professional 
experience and vision. Not every reader welcomes being challenged, however, 
and Dick becomes a lightning rod for negative reaction for some, since it is his 
name and face on the inside cover of every issue. Our mid-term review heard 
wide affirmation and praise for Dick’s work: building relationships across 
Canada; taking an edgier stance; and writing thought-provoking editorials that 
show concern for the health of the Mennonite church. Amidst all this praise and 
affirmation came the caution that some people don’t like the change they see. 

CMPS Mission statement: 

To educate, inspire, inform, and 
foster dialogue on issues facing 
Mennonite Church Canada as it 
shares the good news of Jesus 
Christ from an Anabaptist 
perspective. We do this through 
a regular publication and other 
media, working with our church 
partners. 

 

Guiding values: 

o Hebrews 10: 23-25 
o Accuracy, fairness, balance 
o Editorial freedom 
o Seeking and speaking the 

truth in love 
o Open hearts and minds in 

discerning God’s will 
o Covenantal relationships and 

mutual accountability 
 

Hebrews 10:  23-25 (NRSV) 

Let us hold fast to the confession 
of our hope without wavering, for 
he who has promised is faithful. 
And let us consider how to 
provoke one another to love and 
good deeds, not neglecting to 
meet together, as is the habit of 
some, but encouraging one 
another, and all the more as you 
see the Day approaching. 
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To avoid friction by never saying anything challenging is not an option. We want to educate, inspire, inform and foster 
dialogue on issues facing our church. How best to fulfill our mission remains an open question. As a board, we can 
support Dick by helping weigh the importance of various comments, and keeping in front of us our mission statement 
and guiding values. At our board meetings, we will have opportunity to further discuss the balancing act that Dick 
manouevres every two weeks. 

Summer intern 
Also agreed at last year’s board meetings was to hire a summer intern, which was done in the hiring of Emily 
Loewen. This initiative met three goals:  help CM engage younger readers; help develop CM’s online presence; 
demonstrate to Immigration & Citizenship Canada that CMPS is using its hiring of an American Editor/Publisher to 
help develop editorial skills in Canada. Dick’s report will speak more about the success of this initiative. 
 
Meeting with Publishing Partners after MC Canada gives notice to reduce funding by 13% 
Last spring, Mennonite Church Canada implemented deep financial cuts to many of its ministries, and gave notice to 
CMPS that they would also cut funding to us. When we reminded them of the Publishing Partnership Covenant that 
required them to give notice to, and hold a meeting with, all the signatories before taking action, MC Canada showed 
its commitment by maintaining the terms, and holding off cuts for a further six months. We are grateful for the 
Publishing Partner Covenant which gave CMPS some additional stability, even while sympathizing with the pain 
being experienced at MC Canada. 

As part of the notice to cut funding, CMPS held a meeting of all publishing partners during the MC Canada Assembly 
in Waterloo in July. CMPS was represented by Dick, me and Margaret. It was an opportunity to hear from each of the 
partners about any financial stresses they may be incurring to fulfill the terms of the covenant. MCEC said that they 
also had implemented cuts to ministries, but spared CMPS because of the covenant. Other area churches did not 
express the same degree of concern. However, in hearing from every one, it was clear that they were interested to 
hear how the others collected revenue to cover their share of the Every Home Plan. Overall, it was a worthwhile 
discussion, especially given that within 2012 CMPS needs to initiate the renegotiation of the covenant, to cover 
the next five years. 

Also during the year, CMPS heard MCEC quietly express concerns about the value they get out of the magazine, 
given how much they contribute. To address this concern, Dick met directly with MCEC leaders, the outcome of 
which was significantly better mutual understanding. 
 
Grateful for stability 
Against this backdrop of financial concerns, our federal grant (Canada Periodical Fund) was higher than expected for 
the second year in a row. In conclusion, we must again express gratitude for our position of stability, due to a 
dedicated readership, a committed group of publishing partners and the federal grant, which allows us the time to 
consider how to branch out in new ways while maintaining the part of our ministry that is well-loved. 
 
 

Editor/Publisher’s Report to the CMPS Board of Directors 
March 23, 2012 

 
General Remarks 
Now a little more than midway in a five-year term, I continue to be energized and sometimes daunted with the task of 
managing the Mennonite Church Canada’s denominational biweekly publication, the Canadian Mennonite.  By this 
time I have a far greater grasp of how diverse our audience is and sometimes that reality is overwhelming.  Most of 
the time it is a challenge that invigorates and inspires me; other times it seems a little like one reader describes:  
“herding cats.”  It is obvious that the honeymoon is over for the new publisher; in many cases the gloves have come 
off when readers are angry or disenchanted with either my editorials and/or the viewpoints of one or more of our 
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columnists.  I have taken extra steps to engage my adversaries in conversation by picking up the phone and talking 
with them, most of these conversations (not all) resulting in coming to amicable terms if not full agreement.  For the 
most part, however, I have had strong affirmation from many readers—an oft-quoted phrase being, “I am now, for the 
first time in a number of years, again reading the Canadian Mennonite.”  When asked why, several readers have 
said:  “I stopped reading because it always seemed as if ‘we’ were just patting ourselves on the back.  Now I am 
engaged with the many questions and issues discussed.”  There is another side to this, however, as noted in some of 
your directors’ reports—something I am anxious to discuss in that segment of our discussion.  I am especially 
puzzled by the observation that our content is lacking in “spirituality;” it’s all about “issues.”  This dichotomy between 
“spirituality” and “issues” intrigues me and one I would like to hear more about. 
 
Speaking Engagements 
In the latter part of 2011, I have been invited to speak in three different churches in the K-W area—addressing the 
50s +(-) group at Waterloo North MC the end of April, then two Sundays addressing a large adult SS class at 
Rockway MC, Kitchener, and two weeks later another large SS class at Steinman MC, New Hamburg.  These were 
good interchanges where I essentially talked specifically how we go about putting CM together, my vision and goals 
and entertained questions regarding their concerns.  In all three instances, I use the short PowerPoint presentation I 
used at Assembly in July, as part of my talks.  At Steinman they were mostly interested in my lifelong journalistic 
experience and how I apply that to my work at CM.  Tobi has approached Dave Balzar, chair of the communications 
department at CMU, to get me in as guest lecturer there on one or two of my trips to Winnipeg each year and to build 
a relationship for placement of their students for staff positions over time.  I have also been in conversation with him 
regarding doing readership surveys as a class project for class credit, giving us handles on who our readers are, 
demographically, and what they want from CM that they are not now getting. 
 
Young Voices 
In June, we added this 4-page segment to our publication, employing Emily Loewen, originally from Langley, B.C., as 
the editor.  Finishing her master’s degree in journalism at Ryerson University, Toronto, she was first hired as a 
summer intern and then continued on in that role and continues to be the lead editor.  Late in the year, we shifted the 
responsibility for Rachel Bergen, our national correspondent located in Winnipeg, from her duties as reporter there to 
assisting Emily as co-editor of Young Voices, focusing on increasing our presence on Facebook and travelling to the 
western provinces recruiting writers and in general being an ambassador for this new addition.  Rachel’s trip to 
Saskatchewan in February, 2012, was very productive—meeting with Anna Rehan and 20 young adults at Nutana 
Park Mennonite Church, speaking in Rosthern Junior College to some 90 youth and meeting in Saskatoon with 
Miriam Ullah (MCC Sask) as well as Pauline Steinman and Teresa Warkentin from Wildwood Mennonite.  The latter 
will keep an eye out for potential writers, photographers and videographers.  Moving back home to Chilliwack, B.C. in 
April, Rachel plans to do the same kind of recruiting in B.C. and Alberta this year.  Emily will try and do some 
recruiting, as she has time, in eastern Ontario, focusing on recruiting students as writers at Conrad Grebel University 
College.  We are getting good feedback with this addition and are beginning to turns “young” eyes to the magazine 
via Facebook and engaging writers and bloggers in print and online. 
 
Publishing Partners 
We have taken a sizeable financial “hit” in funding from our main partner, MC Canada, who announced late in 2010 
that, due to a shortfall in their funding, they would have to cut back their funding to CM by 13 percent, or $21,103 
less. This could not take effect, however, until the year 2012 because all of the six partners would have to meet and 
agree to the cut as stated in the Partnership Agreement.  That meeting, called by the CM chair at Assembly this 
summer, did take place and the cutback is now a part of our 2012 budget. This will contribute to a proposed deficit 
budget for 2012 (see further notation in Finances below).  We are implementing Tobi’s suggestion that we include the 
number of subscribers and the retail value of the subscriptions when we send out the invoices in 2012, giving all of 
the partners specifics as to “value” rather than to assume they make that tie-in. We are also showing MC Canada the 
usual billing on their invoice, with the reduced amount as the discounted rate. I had to engage in some extra public 
relations with MCEC staff following the Assembly meeting, having breakfast with David Martin, executive minister, 
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and Ester Newfeldt, operations minister, to hear them out on their seeing “limited value” in CM for their ministry 
voiced at that meeting. I came away with positive feelings and things have settled down. And they have since hired a 
“fundraiser” with a euphemistic title of “church engagement minister,” Brent Charette, to help turns things around, so I 
think targeting us as “the problem” has substantially diminished.  All of the rest of the area churches have kindly 
approved of their askings which I didn’t increase for 2012 due to the financial struggle most of them are having.  As 
Tobi will report, we are approaching the renewal of our five-year Partnership Agreement (in 2013), so it is important 
to keep good relations with all of the partners.  I am committed to that. 
 
Immigration Progress 
It’s been a long, drawn out process to get permanent “landed immigrant” status as a US citizen working in Canada, 
but we are hopeful it is finally drawing to a positive close.  Right now I am still here under a two-year work permit 
which expires on April 30, 2012, but my attorney, Tom Jutzi, of Waterloo, is working diligently to connect the dots 
between two applications now pending with Immigration—my landed immigration app which was submitted Dec. 16, 
2011, already and a back-up work permit extension app. (fully anticipating the landed immigration app will take at 
least a year) that was submitted Jan. 13, 2012.  We just heard two weeks ago that the landed immigration app got a 
“positive” response, meaning, says Jutzi, that he will provide documents from the “work permit” app that I can use at 
the border until the permanent app. comes through.  There is a long, agonizing story here, which I won’t take this 
space to recount! 
 
Editorial 
We continue to focus on issues facing our congregations and engaging writers with expertise in different areas.  Our 
regional correspondents were asked in a day-long writing/reporting seminar at Assembly-time in Waterloo this 
summer to each give three ideas for major features from their perspective “on the ground.”  I keep my ear to the 
ground, from conversations while attending the area church AGMs, to hear the conversations at the local level.  It is 
only in this way that we can address the necessary issues to be highlighted in our publication.  As for news coverage, 
our data base for 2011 reveals that of the 945 stories, 303 were Ontario based, 224 – Manitoba, 99 from British 
Columbia, 76 – United States, 60 from Saskatchewan, 52 from Alberta, 52 strictly Canada, 8 from Canada/Quebec.  
Others covered events in 28 countries around the world, including Europe, the United Kingdom and Newfoundland 
and Labrador in Canada.  Our letters box is always full and overflowing, with several backed up in the cue each 
edition, the top ten issues discussed, in this order:  human sexuality, politics, the work of Mennonite Central 
Committee, the Winnipeg Jets logo, homosexuality, hockey, elections/Canada, Troy Watson (our postmodern 
columnist), Mennonite Church Canada and Israel/Palestine.  In our readership survey, conducted early in 2011, 
some 47 percent said they turned to the editorial first, followed by feature articles (16 percent) and letters to the editor 
(15 percent).  Nearly 59 percent read every issue “cover to cover”, while another 40 percent read items of interest.  
Our online readership is still quite weak, with three-quarters of those surveyed saying they never visit our website for 
news updates; 20 percent saying they visit it “occasionally.”  A goal for 2012 and beyond is to increase our online 
readership with more cross-referencing in the print edition and more videography that provides more visual impact in 
a changing media environment. 
 
Circulation 
With our total Every Home Plan circulation now under 14,000, I have some concern about the steady, but slow 
decline, over the past eight years, due mostly to external factors—cancellations due to “no longer attending church” 
and “deceased.” In checking the records, I note that in 2004, the publication had a few more than 16,000 subscribers.  
With a small number of churches closing, the aging nature of our readership and some non-renewals (with no reason 
given), it is difficult to get a handle on this issue.  There does not seem to be any widespread discontent with the 
publication as such—a total of 10 persons saying they “object to or disagree with the content” over the past two 
years—2011 and 2012.  Young Voices is putting an effort into reminding university students away from home, or 
those singles living away from home, to subscribe to their own copy.  We are aware of congregations not having all 
members/attendees as subscribers and are working on house ads to remind them of this.  Part of the issue is to get 
church secretaries/administrators to keep current with the goals of the Every Home Plan and have everyone listed in 
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their congregation.  Linda Matties, board representative from BC, made a special effort in her congregation, 
Emmanuel Mennonite, to close this gap.  I encourage others of you to do the same. 
 
Canada Periodical Fund 
In September, after waiting anxiously for three months, we finally received notice that we would get a CPF grant of 
$152,957—an amount exceeding all previous annual grants.  It would come to us in two instalments over the 2011-
2012 years, $120,836 paid on Sept. 23, 2011 and another--$32,121 received Jan. 18, 2012.  Since we count on this 
in our annual budgeting, we had to use savings to carry us from June, 2011 until we got the money in September and 
now will have to carefully project how we will spend it within a calendar year (June to June) in our upcoming year.  
While we are very grateful for this financial assistance from the government, it makes it difficult to budget when we 
don’t know, from year to year, if and when, the grant money will be issued.  Our application for a 2012-2013 grant 
has been submitted since November of 2011.  
 
Finances 

As the audited financial statement for 2011 indicates, we ended the year with slight deficit ($1,167)--an income of 
$662,324 and expenses of $663,491.  On the income side, the good news is that every category of income held its 
own, with individual donations of $80,371 exceeding those of 2010 by $2,649.  On the expense side, an increase of 
more than $11,000 for regional correspondents reflects the investment made in adding Emily Loewen as the editor of 
Young Voices.  A somewhat smaller increase in head office salaries and in news services helped contribute to the 
slight deficit.  Expenses were less in staff travel and in professional services.  We are anticipating a larger deficit in 
2012, due, as mentioned, to the 13 percent decrease in funding from MC Canada.  We are again counting on a CPF 
grant on the income side, but without written assurance, and will be spending as much or more in Young Voices.  
Other income and expense levels remain pretty much in line.  In terms of Canadian Mennonite’s own fundraising, we 
again did two direct mail campaigns to previous donors in 2011 as well as at our annual banquet. Please see the 
fund-raising report for more details.  

 
Facilities and Equipment 
We have updated all of the cameras for the regional correspondents, equipping them with Canon Rebel TR3s that 
have video capability for taking and including video clips with their reporting.  This was expensed from our Capital 
Fund rather than taking it from general expenses. Also at the end of the year, we updated our rather antiquated office 
phone system that now uses VOIP, reducing considerably the long-distance and toll-free fees. 
 
MCC Funding Proposal 
When learning, early in 2011 we would be facing a decrease in MC Canada funding, I approached Rick Cober 
Bauman, director of Mennonite Central Committee Ontario, about MCC Canada becoming a publishing partner with 
substantial advertising (one full-colour page ad each of the 24 editions at a discounted rate of $1,000 per insertion).  
All provincial MCC offices and the national office could use this space to promote anything they wanted—from relief 
sales to volunteer recruitment to raising funds for disaster areas.  He promised to take it to his colleagues and to the 
national office and see if they would want to make this purchase.  I just received word from Rick that the proposal 
was turned down. 
 
 
CM video promotional 
Late in 2011, we hired Christopher Taylor, son of board member Doreen Martens, to do two versions of a 
promotional video that could be used by staff and board in gatherings around the country.  He produced both a 
longer, 10-minute version and a shorter 90-second version that could be used easily at area church annual 
gatherings when they introduce Canadian Mennonite as one of their many partners.  It has been used in this capacity 
in Manitoba and at special luncheons in Manitoba and British Columbia so far.  It was done at an approximate cost of 
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$5,000 and is recommended as this year’s Special Project.  It will be edited and upgraded during 2012 to include 
more representation from the western provinces. 
 
Website and Social Networking 

Dan Johnson, our graphic designer and webmaster, tells me “for the past year, we've averaged 17,670 visits per 
month, broken down further to 601 visits per day. Just to be clear, those are total visits and do not represent unique 
visitors.”  Emily and Rachel continue to give us a strong presence on Facebook and the hits are increasing weekly for 
the website.  I have done and continue to add a number of photo galleries that profile new and newly-ordained 
pastors with MCEC, an MCC Learning Tour to Israel/Palestine and new staff at MC Canada.  I serve as editor of the 
website and include pertinent global news from Ecumenical News International, a news service to which we 
subscribe, include sermons and book reviews for which we don’t have space in print and generally post timely news 
that suffer and news lag with our restriction of biweekly print publication. 
 
--Dick Benner, Editor and Publisher 
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Canadian Mennonite Publishing Service 
Board of Directors as of Dec. 31, 2011 

 
Representing              Term 
 
Canadian Mennonite Publishing Service 
•  Carl DeGurse, Winnipeg, Man.      2010‐2013, first term 
  Margaret Ewen Peters, Hanley, Sask.    2009‐2012, second term 
•  Tobi Thiessen, Toronto, Ont.      2010‐2013, second term 
Mennonite Church Canada 
•  Ed Janzen, Abbotsford, B.C.      2010‐2013, second term   
•  Les Klassen Hamm, Saskatoon, Sask.    2009‐2012, first term 
  Joon Hyoung Park, Abbotsford, B.C.    2009‐2012, first term 
  Doreen Martens, Oakville, Ont.      2010‐2013, first term 
Mennonite Church, British Columbia 
  Linda Matties, Abbotsford, B.C.      2009‐2012, first term 
Mennonite Church, Alberta   
•  James Moyer, Lethbridge, Alta.      2011‐2014, first term 
Mennonite  Church, Saskatchewan   

Marianne Harder, Carlton, Sask.                             Fills unexpired term of Joe Neufeld, 2013 
Mennonite Church, Manitoba 
  Al Friesen, Altona, Man.       2011‐2014, second term 
Mennonite Church Eastern Canada 
  Tim Reimer, Toronto, Ont.      2010‐2013, first term 
• indicates Executive Committee of the Board 
 

Canadian Mennonite Publishing Service 
Staff as of Dec. 31, 2011 

Head office              Started   Time 
  Barb Draper, Editorial Assistant        2001    40%       
  Lisa Jacky, Administrative Assistant      2005    80% 

Dan Johnson, Graphic Designer  2008    50%   
  Dick Benner, Editor and Publisher      2009    100%   
  Ross W. Muir, Managing Editor        2005    100% 
  Lisa Metzger, Advertising Representative    2009    40% 
Winnipeg Office 
  Rachel Bergen, National Correspondent      2009    40% 
Regional Correspondents/editor   
  Emily Loewen, Young Voices Editor, Toronto    2011    40% 
  B.C. Amy Dueckman, Abbotsford      2005    20% 
  Alberta: Donita Wiebe‐Neufeld, Edmonton    2000    20% 
  Saskatchewan:  Karin Fehderau, Saskatoon    2000    20% 
  Manitoba:  Evelyn Rempel Petkau, Carman    1997    20% 
  Eastern Canada:  David Rogalsky, Kitchener    2006    20% 
                    5.9 FTE 
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